THE STAMPS CURRICULUM
through a career development lens

YEAR 1
explore
SKETCHING CRITICAL MAKING IDEATION

YEAR 2
decisions
MATERIALS PROCESSES MEDIA TECHNOLOGY
CRITICAL THINKING SOPHOMORE REVIEW DESIGN THINKING

YEAR 3
depth
REFINEMENT/PORTFOLIO BUILDING APPLY PROGRAMMING/CODING PORTFOLIO EXPO/CAREER EVENTS TECHNOLOGY INTERNSHIP
INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE

YEAR 4
execute
ADVANCED WORK CREATIVE/PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE PORTFOLIO EXPO/CAREER EVENTS
NETWORKING ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILLS PORTFOLIO BUILDING

BENCHMARKS:
→ Intro to Career Resources
→ Exploring

BENCHMARKS:
→ Resume Writing
→ Networking
→ Internship Searching
→ Career Bootcamp

BENCHMARKS:
→ Portfolio Prep
→ Networking/Interviewing
→ Connect Engagement to Career
→ Career Bootcamp

BENCHMARKS:
→ Job Searching
→ Networking
→ Interviewing
→ Portfolio Prep/Presentation
→ Career Bootcamp